Image rectiﬁcation
Image rectiﬁcation is a transformation process used to
project two-or-more images onto a common image plane.
This process has several degrees of freedom and there are
many strategies for transforming images to the common
plane.

cameras are aligned correctly to be coplanar, the search
is simpliﬁed to one dimension - a horizontal line parallel to the line between the cameras. Furthermore, if the
location of a point in the left image is known, it can be
searched for in the right image by searching left of this
location along the line, and vice versa (see binocular dis• It is used in computer stereo vision to simplify the parity). Image rectiﬁcation is an equivalent (and more of[1]
problem of ﬁnding matching points between images ten used ) alternative to perfect camera alignment. Even
with high-precision equipment, image rectiﬁcation is usu(i.e. the correspondence problem).
ally performed because it may be impractical to maintain
• It is used in geographic information systems to perfect alignment between cameras.
merge images taken from multiple perspectives into
a common map coordinate system.

1.1 Transformation
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Image Rectiﬁcation in Computer
Vision

(1)

If the images to be rectiﬁed are taken from camera pairs
without geometric distortion, this calculation can easily
be made with a linear transformation. X & Y rotation
puts the images on the same plane, scaling makes the image frames be the same size and Z rotation & skew adjustments make the image pixel rows directly line up. The
rigid alignment of the cameras needs to be known (by calibration) and the calibration coeﬃcients are used by the
transform.[2]

(2)

In performing the transform, if the cameras themselves
are calibrated for internal parameters, an essential matrix provides the relationship between the cameras. The
more general case (without camera calibration) is represented by the fundamental matrix. If the fundamental
matrix is not known, it is necessary to ﬁnd preliminary
point correspondences between stereo images to facilitate
its extraction.[2]

1.2 Algorithms
There are three main categories for image rectiﬁcation algorithms: planar rectiﬁcation,[3] cylindrical
rectiﬁcation[1] and polar rectiﬁcation.[4][5][6]

the search space before (1) and after (2) rectiﬁcation

Stereo vision uses triangulation based on epipolar geometry to determine distance to an object. More speciﬁcally,
binocular disparity is the process of relating the depth of 1.3 Implementation Details
an object to its change in position when viewed from a
diﬀerent camera, given the relative position of each cam- All rectiﬁed images satisfy the following two
era is known.
properties:[7]
With multiple cameras it can be diﬃcult to ﬁnd a corresponding point viewed by one camera in the image of the
• All epipolar lines are parallel to the horizontal axis.
other camera (known as the correspondence problem). In
• Corresponding points have identical vertical coordimost camera conﬁgurations, ﬁnding correspondences renates.
quires a search in two-dimensions. However, if the two
1
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1 IMAGE RECTIFICATION IN COMPUTER VISION

In order to transform the original image pair into a rectiﬁed image pair, it is necessary to ﬁnd a projective
transformation H. Constraints are placed on H to satisfy the two properties above. For example, constraining
the epipolar lines to be parallel with the horizontal axis
means that epipoles must be mapped to the inﬁnite point
[1,0,0]T in homogeneous coordinates. Even with these
constraints, H still has four degrees of freedom.[8] It is
also necessary to ﬁnd a matching H' to rectify the second
image of an image pair. Poor choices of H and H' can
result in rectiﬁed images that are dramatically changed in
scale or severely distorted.
There are many diﬀerent strategies for choosing a projective transform H for each image from all possible solutions. One advanced method is minimizing the disparity or least-square diﬀerence of corresponding points
on the horizontal axis of the rectiﬁed image pair.[8] Another method is separating H into a specialized projective
transform, similarity transform, and shearing transform
to minimize image distortion.[7] One simple method is to 3D view of example scene. The ﬁrst camera’s optical center and
image plane are represented by the green circle and square rerotate both images to look perpendicular to the line joinspectively. The second camera has similar red representations.
ing their collective optical centers, twist the optical axes
so the horizontal axis of each image points in the direction
of the other image’s optical center, and ﬁnally scale the
smaller image to match for line-to-line correspondence.[9]
This process is demonstrated in the following example.

1.4

Example

Model used for image rectiﬁcation example. (image source Silvio
Savarese)

Our model for this example is based on a pair of images
that observe a 3D point P, which corresponds to p and p'
in the pixel coordinates of each image. O and O' represent the optical centers of each camera, with known
camera matrices M = K[I 0] and M ′ = K ′ [R T ] (we
assume the world origin is at the ﬁrst camera). We will
brieﬂy outline and depict the results for a simple approach
to ﬁnd a H and H' projective transformation that rectify
the image pair from the example scene.
First, we compute the epipoles, e and e' in each image:

Set of 2D images from example. The original images are taken
from diﬀerent perspectives (row 1). Using systematic transformations from the example (rows 2 and 3), we are able to transform both images such that corresponding points are on the same
horizontal scan lines (row 4).

Second, we ﬁnd a projective transformation H1 that rotates our ﬁrst image to be perpendicular to the baseline
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aligns with the baseline. If calculated correctly, this second transformation should map the e to inﬁnity on the x
axis (row 3, column 1 of 2D image set). Finally, deﬁne
H = H2 H1 as the projective transformation for rectifying the ﬁrst image.
Third, through an equivalent operation, we can ﬁnd H'
to rectify the second image (column 2 of 2D image set).
Note that H'1 should rotate the second image’s optical
axis to be parallel with the transformed optical axis of the
ﬁrst image. One strategy is to pick a plane parallel to the
line where the two original optical axes intersect to minimize distortion from the reprojection process.[10] In this
example, we simply deﬁne H' using the rotation matrix
R and initial projective transformation H as H ′ = HRT
.
Finally, we scale both images to the same approximate
resolution and align the now horizontal epipoles for easier horizontal scanning for correspondences (row 4 of 2D
image set).
Note that it is possible to perform this and similar algorithms without having the camera parameter matrices M
and M' . All that is required is a set of seven or more
image to image correspondences to compute the fundamental matrices and epipoles.[8]

Android, and iOS
• Rectiﬁcation Kit and Uncalibrated Rectiﬁcation Kit,
MATLAB source code with tutorial by Andrea
Fusiello [2]
• rectiﬁcation, part of a MATLAB package by Du
Huynh with a short tutorial [12]
• rectifyStereoImages, native MATLAB function in
Comper Vision System Toolbox

4 See also
• Binocular disparity
• Correspondence problem
• Epipolar geometry
• Homography
• Geographic information system
• Stereo camera
• Stereo vision
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Geographic information system

Image rectiﬁcation in GIS converts images to a standard
map coordinate system. This is done by matching ground
control points (GCP) in the mapping system to points
in the image. These GCPs calculate necessary image
transforms.[11]

• Structure from motion
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Further reading
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